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Abstract 

Amman, the capital city of Jordan, is a rapidly developing city. The roads in Amman are increasingly becoming 
denser and more shaped into highways. Solutions in Jordan for the witnessed rapid growth are moving towards 
periphery networks, creating and developing ring roads and highways connecting the cities on the outskirts of 
Amman. Hence, less peripheral streets, especially arterial streets are facing higher densities and yet receive less 
attention on the planning level. 

For the purpose of having a sustainable pedestrian traffic setting for all users concerned, an integrated approach 
that interlinks all aspects of roads and reflects the needs of all users was adopted. As a result, strategies were 
produced to regain the traffic space as space for people, create new definition to streets in Jordan and retreat of 
high traffic lanes into neighborhood streets are recommended concepts that can steer the development of streets 
in Amman with more public spheres. 

Keywords: public space, pedestrian and behavioral patterns, sustainable development, traffic, Jordan 

1. Introduction 

Arterial roads in Amman are the streets that are experiencing highest levels of population growth as they are 
linear to many neighborhoods and connect them with each other. They are in many ways winning the importance 
of the main arteries in Amman. The fear and fact of the situation is that they can easily become highways in 
terms of their traffic volumes and densities (jamming densities at many times). Their level of service (LOS) is 
becoming lower many hours in the day. The question that arises here is if they should be dealt with and treated 
as highways, or if they should be treated as inseparable and integral parts of the urban fabric surrounding them. 

Usually, highways are designed with fewer stops, less access to domestic arrangements and in separation to the 
surroundings, due to reasons of fast accessibility. In the case of Al Medina Street, more attention should be given 
to the surroundings. Speed should be controlled in order to allow crossings and multiple uses for different types 
of users, especially in order to win back the pedestrian wealth and vitality of the commercial and retail hub in the 
street. 

Until this point in time, quantitative approaches have been concerned with delegating solutions to streets and 
roads in Jordan. In this regard, solutions related to absorbing the traffic and decreasing spots with jam densities 
have had good success until now. Still, the longer term solutions that prevent neighborhood shopping streets 
from getting converted into highways were not clearly and basically considered. Moreover, solutions like tunnels 
and bridges that worked perfectly with traffic engineers and created a successful flow to deal with the 
consistently growing rates of drivers in Jordan, are also hindering the streets from fulfilling their role in 
accommodating shopping and recreational amenities for the pedestrian, especially the streets that were 
developed and emerged out of connecting neighborhoods and providing them with the various domestic services. 
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Woolley, 2003; Reicher, 2009). City streets, parks, and squares are particularly important sites for social, 
economic, and political activities. They are centers of exchange where societal norms can take place and interact, 
(Collins & Shantz, 2009) and they expresses their society’s norms through many collective activities that can 
take place, whether in the course of the daily life or in particular or periodic events such as festivals or political 
demonstrations (Carr et al., 1992). However, in the industrial, post industrial and contemporary 
conceptualization of space, streets are conceived to be places for traffic.  

If this segregated understanding of both spheres contributes to the concept of an integrated approach in the 
development of the urban fabric in cities, the questions upon which the recent researches have concentrated are 
as follows: What happened to the public space in a historical time line? Are public spaces still fulfilling their role 
of social and public spheres?  

Public spaces started being considered and discussed at the beginning of the 19th century. They could also be 
seen as going back to older times; still, the industrial age in the 19th century has started to witness the 
articulation of parks and public spaces (Benke, 2004). The need for open spaces and urban parks relates to the 
industrial revolution that brought with it the rapid, uncontrolled expansion of main urban centers. This 
experience is being repeated in developing countries today (Welch, 1991). Walter Siebel on the other hand, 
discusses the issue of never having, until this moment, public spaces that are accessible to all typologies of the 
society. This phenomenon started according to him, with the exclusion of women in the early 19th century and 
has continued to see other types be excluded in the present day, such as the homeless and drug addicts, who are 
in many cases socially excluded from using the public spheres (Siebel, 1994). In this discussion, the public space 
in the understanding of these days is still very young, as it goes only back to the 1950s when public spheres, or 
otherwise used public streets and places were found (Bernhardt et al., 2005).  

In the 1920s, when the car started to get mass produced, a radical change in the behavior of the pedestrian took 
place. A mobile culture reached the first priorities of the behavior patterns (Gehl & Gemzøe, 2004). Places and 
parks started to get neglected as a result of them being located in places other than where people work. People in 
Europe at that time decided on new ways of life. This mobility managed to change the concept and function of 
the neighborhood that was sustainable in its layout, as the consequence of having segregated functions that are 
only accessible by car developed.  

In the 1950s, “Car Just City” was getting to be the main trend and image of the city according to the architect 
and city planner Bernhard Reichow (Reichow, 1959). This trend was illustrated by Reichow as a turn back to the 
functional city of Le Corbusier in the 1920s. He then predicted the invasion of cars that happened in the 1950s. 
To this concern, he spread the functional city concept that segregates the traffic from the pedestrian social zones. 
He also predicted that the time of increasing numbers of private cars would come, and if European cities did not 
proactively work towards that, then they will be doomed to failure. This school of thought was reawaked in the 
1950s through Reichow. At the same time, and especially after the Second World War, the cities in Europe took 
the shape of sprawl; the downtowns were not mixed use as before, and became places for visiting.  

The discussion of this phase in the city development in Germany reflects the urge to discuss the situation in 
Jordan that is suffering from the same status as Germany was in the post World War Two era. Until the 1970s 
German cities were still fragmented through streets that were prioritized and killed the public spaces. Public 
parks and plazas became small islands in between the major motor ways and main streets crossing the center for 
accessibility. As a result of this fragmentation of the city centers in Germany, a major negative outcome occurred 
in the economic layout of the city: the small retailers in the centers severely suffered as a result of this 
segregation. Their turnover experienced lowest than before figures. In this regard, the first pedestrian streets 
started to appear again. However, through the increasing peripheral settlements that were constructed on the 
outskirts of the city, more peripheral green was settled in those areas as a need of an urban design thought. Those 
were increasingly getting attached to the centers with their traffic networks on their various types. As a result 
those green areas automatically became destination parks instead of linking spaces to pedestrians in the fabric of 
the city. Hence, more negative impact resulted from the car invasion.  

Around 1975, a strong law of conservation of architectural heritage was enforced in the German cities. As a 
result, more emphasis was paid to the development and revival of the old towns and therewith, the traffic 
networks were further set back from the center and more space was created.  

The public space has gone through many phases until the present time. It was more concentrated on the need to 
create better neighborhoods. In later times, the open space and green belts were further encouraged for 
sustainability reasons.  
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In Jordan, the first sprawl that Germany witnessed until the 1970s and the vast attachment to cars and traffic 
networks is a present situation that Jordan is suffering from. Rapid population and economic growth in Jordan in 
general, and in Amman in particular, due to immigration (Note 1) (as a result of the political situation in the 
region) and due to the increased capital reserves to Amman from privatization and particularly from remittances 
and investors from the Arab Gulf States has delivered, in addition to the economic prosperity side, social and 
spatial consequences of social scarification and urban transformation of the city (Daher, 2008, 2009; DOS and 
ICF Macro, 2010; GAM, 2008). At the physical layout level, urban transformation has made streets like knives, 
cutting through different neighborhoods and has abstracted their role to be perceived as networks of accessibility 
between mega projects scattered in multi-centric metropolitan Amman (Makhamreha & Almanasyeha, 2011), 
whereas, originally, they were shopping streets and nodes linking neighborhoods together and appropriated by 
their residents. The Jordanian setting has a different paradigm than the German one. Still, they have issues in 
common that turned the culture of pedestrian into a culture of cars and necessarily long distance driving 
experiences.  

The market place in Germany that, due to industrialization, turned into networks of traffic is observed to be 
similar to the linear shopping streets in Jordan that originally enjoyed the sense of public space, especially for the 
residents around the streets. It also provided the public space for the visitors who came to shop and socially 
interact with the whole milieu through recreational facilities throughout the street, in addition to the service 
providers that are daily use for many users. These streets are facing the danger of getting indirectly and 
unintentionally molded into highways. In that regard, some evidence has been presented in the Jordanian arena, 
where arterial neighborhood streets were minimized in their pedestrian and retail potentiality that constitute 
significant focal points in the urban fabric and an integral part of the economic and cultural life of the city. 
Emphasizing the retail activities along the streets influences the pedestrian behavior and attracts different 
population groups to different retail facilities (Rosemary et al., 2009) and expanded in the “Car Just” 
accessibility. The next stage will negatively affect the socio-economic well-being of the places, as the retails 
would find no reaction and the residents would seek and head to destination parks that are intentionally build 
somewhere else.  

However, in the recent years some actions and efforts has been initiated by the Greater Amman Municipality 
(GAM) and different NGOs through heritage conservation projects and public space creation in the city to bridge 
the socio-spatial bridge in East and West Amman (or the divided East-West city) (Ababsa, 2011; Shami, 2005; 
Potter et al., 2009; Al Asad, 2008) in order to counter the social threats brought about by the mega urban 
development projects. This is in order to move towards more pedestrian friendly streets in Jordan that act as 
melting points where people from different backgrounds and parts of the cities meet and share similar 
experiences. One of the GAM’s significant actions in this regard was the regeneration of Rainbow Street in Jabal 
Amman in 2005, and Wakalat Street in Sweifeyeh district, which was developed by Dr. Rami Daher. The 
regeneration included minimal architectural interventions and emphasized the need for creating more inclusive 
space and urban pockets with panoramic views which people have free access to, which is unlike the case of 
many other gentrified spaces in Amman. Such efforts have brought about this missing trend into action. Still, the 
impact of having these is not yet the natural way of reviving public spaces, like shopping streets in Jordan that 
link spaces and places together within the urban fabric of a city and that make use of existing infrastructure and 
existing economic and social layout, rather than developing new milieus that could have their own regulations 
and preferences. These are still similar to the destination parks, but are reflected in shopping streets as referred to 
in the German experience, where the negative effect of car invasion and growth rates of this usage is still not 
saved in this case.  

2.2 Meaning and Function of Streets as Public Space 

The term public space needs a certain systematic differential scope that is just and overwhelms its 
multidimensional image. To achieve urban integration means thinking of urban public space not as an isolated 
unit - be it a street, park or square - but as a vital part of urban landscape with its own specific set of functions. 
Public space should be conceived of as an outdoor room within a neighborhood, somewhere to relax, and enjoy 
the urban experience, a venue of different activities from outdoor eating to street entertainment, and most 
importantly of all, as a place for walking or sitting-outside. Public spaces work best when they establish a direct 
relationship between the space and the people who work and live around them (Rogers et al., 1999). Public 
spaces are the backbone of cities and they possess an essential role that brings about the city differentiation and 
makes cities readable. The image of the city can only be set through them and through the life they bring about. 
(Kuklinski, 2003). According to Klaus Selle, the aspects of public space in its multidimensional meaning can be 
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population was experienced and streets as public spaces and shopping streets were drastically winning on speed 
therefore neglecting the social aspects the society had enjoyed before.  

The danger in this case is represented in further driving speed and further neglecting the groups' needs of 
experiencing a human city and living their friendly environments, rather than being utmost mobile. The groups 
of such are mainly represented in the residents around streets like Al Medina Street and especially families of 
women and children.   

In this case, the streets of Jordan will, in no time, be turned into highways full of tunnels and bridges, eliminating 
all potential of benefiting from the retails and the social activities around those streets. 

3. Methods 

A research project was carried out as a case study to deliver insights on what is happening in the street setting of 
Amman. The case of Al Medina Street in Jordan was selected due to its central layout connecting different 
neighborhoods together and at the same time being a retail hub in Amman with various domestic uses. The 
research consisted of main milestones along which the project has evolved and developed. According to Figure 2, 
those are: 

(1) Reading the street as a walking experience and as a driving one 

(2) Identifying analysis aspects that include the definition of road users, identifying road capacity, identifying the 
travel behavioral patterns and examining the pedestrian potentiality of the road 

(3) Building model variables like the identification of the problematic and sequentially potential area 
concentration 

(4) Building model alternatives and proposing main improvement scenarios 

The synthesis of the results will be taken further to action-oriented strategies where streets and roads in Amman 
can be better dealt with and put into a framework of public-space network. 

The methods adopted for the survey were a combination of both qualitative and quantitative to enable the 
detection of all aspects of the road status and to cover gaps in design treatment, which resulted from certain 
behavioral patterns. 

The research started with a pretest survey incorporating observations and random interviews with pedestrians 
and drivers for the purpose of determining the indicators to be investigated. These are seen as vital for reading 
the street in terms of destination, behavioral patterns, problems and frequency of use. 

Furthermore, around 700 questionnaires were distributed among all users of the street on three peak hours of the 
day to investigate the indicators referred to above. The questionnaires were taken in the summer as well as in the 
winter to validate information and their causes. Part of the survey was carried out in a quantitative manner so as 
to provide the research with concrete and mitigated findings that can create a representative and justifiable 
picture of the street. The other part of this phase was concerned with a more qualitative approach that addressed 
the missing links regarding the success of the street socially and economically. Interviews with the shop owners 
and pedestrians were then redirected to causes of failure in the street. 

In order to come up with a more comprehensive and representative set of findings, counts were made, level of 
service of the street were measured and a parking assessment was carried out, to assess whether users were 
parking for short or long term stays by conducting 200 interviews per zone of the street. The street was therefore, 
divided into three zones upon which the whole findings took place and were investigated. 

The rationale for the determination of the different zones was based on the changing character of the street. It 
was divided into three zones. The first zone incorporated the junction of Al Youbeel Circle that intersects four 
different neighborhoods and creates the biggest flow into the Medina Street. The third zone had the same impact 
from the other end of the street. It created the flow into the street from the University Street and the 
neighborhoods surrounding it. This end has a different target group, but with the same impact of flow. The 
second zone was created in the middle of the Medina Street, which was a studied section that implied real 
potential of a breakthrough of a public space. 

4. Synthesis of Results 

The identification of the analysis aspects is greatly concerned with the qualitative survey tools. This leads to 
defining road users, identifying road capacity, identifying travel behavioral patterns and examining the 
pedestrian potentiality of the road. 
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The research came up with a wide platform of research findings that incorporated much relevant information 
with regards the users and their behavioral patterns on the street. Figure 7 starts with the identification of the 
road users and their frequent usage of the street and accordingly, their perception to the street was interpreted. 

 

 
Figure 7. A diagram illustrating the users of the street and their patterns of for the street 

Source: Research Team 2009. 

 

The diagram illustrates the manifestation of road users to have differences in their patterns of behavior. They 
also differ in the times at which they use the street. For instance, if the shoppers were not found beyond 8pm, 
this indicated many issues; either the street was not furnished enough to include the typology at night, or the 
safety factor was not guaranteed for family shoppers, or many other interpretations. Nevertheless, it revealed a 
package of information that is very helpful to a neighborhood that could not otherwise have demonstrated its 
daily use.  

Another finding indicates that the passer type, who drives through the road without stopping at any station, is 
amounting up to an average of 25% of the users throughout the day. In this regard, the jamming caused in the 
street is primarily up to 25% due to other reasons of through traffic. Those can be also integrated to strategies, 
where other solutions for the through traffic can be found. 

Major aspects of the analysis that were found through this survey are the evaluation of the origin and destination 
points along the street. The main investigation was targeted to finding out which points are mostly causing 
congestion, which group of users are mainly causing that and how the patterns of behavior can be quantified into 
results and strategies. 

As shown in Figure 8, more than half of the incoming traffic to Al Medina Street to zone one is coming from 
Tla' Al Ali and Khalda and a big part of them, according to the previous finding is crossing the street and is 
themed as through traffic. This is an indication to direct the research to reduce this amount of traffic, as it is in 
high rates and not literally using the street's facilities. 
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Figure 8. A diagram shows the origin and destination points to cars in Zone 1 

Source: Research Team 2009. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. A diagram shows the origin and destination points to cars in Zone 2 

Source: Research Team 2009. 

 

Combining the two previous Figures 8 and 9, shows that not only is the traffic inflowing from Khalda and Tla' 
Al Ali towards the university of Jordan, which is another indication of having a great amount of traffic as simply 
through traffic, but it also indicates that around 70% of the traffic flowing into Zone 2 is coming from Tla' Al Ali 
and is moving along the few shopping facilities and then heading back to Tla' Al Ali and Khalda. This means 
that we have two potentialities to lowering the congestion on those sections. The one potential is to lead the 
through traffic through other streets, rather than only through this one. The other potential is to have places 
where there are more networks of streets, partially pedestrian streets for shopping purposes, linked to the main 
road and also linked from elsewhere to the investigated shopping area. 

Figure 10, emphasizes the finding that Medina Street is a rather a street of passing through drivers. Zone three 
incorporates also around half of the traffic heading to Tla Al Ali and not to the street itself. As an origin point, 
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people are passing through from the neighborhoods around the University of Jordan into the street towards 
destinations connected by this street. This situation brings the discussion of how to promote the service this 
street is providing and researching alternative connection points between destinations.  

 

 

 
Figure 10. A diagram shows the origin and destination points to cars in Zone 2 

Source: Research Team 2009. 

 

In order to bring about more concrete and accurate results to the discussion, the main problems on the road were 
also investigated and identified. Those were mainly, the parking, congestion and speed problems. Those are 
illustrated in Figures 11, 12 and 13. 

 

 
Figure 11. The congestion as a main problem in the 3 zones 

Source: Research Team 2009. 
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Note 

Note 1. Amman has expanded from a small village, with few thousands, by the late eighteens century into a busy 
metropolis with 2.2 million inhabitants in 2004 (GAM, 2008; DOS and ICF Macro, 2010), and around 2.7 
million inhabitants in 2012 (excluding Syrian refugees) (DOS, 2012), this exponential population growth has 
been due to different influx emigrants beginning with the first wave of Cricassians immigrants in 1870 and 1900, 
then noticeably in 1940s due to the Arab-Israeli War of 1948 which has brought 100,000 Palestinian refugees 
into Jordan. An additional influx of 300,000 Palestinian refugees to Jordan, with 150,000 in Amman, has 
occurred due to the War of 1967. A third wave of Palestinian and Jordanian and refugees arrived in Amman 
from Kuwait after the Gulf War of 1991. The first wave of Iraqi refugees came after the first Gulf War, with a 
second wave of Iraqi refugees and Jordanian students studying in Iraq also arrived after the 2003 invasion of Iraq. 
Since the beginning of the Arab Spring in late 2010 Amman is receiving hundreds of thousands of refugees 
fleeing from Syria and the other surrounding Arabic countries. 
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